AGENDA
University Planning and Policy Council
March 4, 2020 - 2:45 -4:45 p.m.- UNH 306

1. Approvals of minutes from January 22, 2020

2. Approvals of minutes from February 12, 2020

3. Provost’s report

4. Chairs’ report

5. Committee reports
   a. RAPC; Karin Reinhold, Chair
   b. UFC; Louise-Anne McNutt, Chair

6. Old business
   Discussion of Kevin Williams’s Response to UPPC 2_17_20 document (Kevin will be
taking questions)

7. New business
   a. Proposal—Graduate Certificate in Machine Learning (Math)
   b. Proposal—Graduate Certificate in Topological Analysis (Math)
   c. Proposal—Graduate Advanced Online Certificate in Global Gender Advocacy
      (Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies)
   d. Proposals from the School of Education: Combined Bachelor’s / MS in Secondary
      Education (9):
      * BA Atmospheric Science / MS Secondary Education Earth Science
      * BA Chemistry / MS Secondary Education Chemistry
      * BS Chemistry / MS Secondary Education Chemistry
      * BA English / MS Secondary Education English
      * BA Math / MS Secondary Education Math
      * BS Math / MS Secondary Education Math
      * BA History / MS Secondary Education History
      * BA Biology / MS Secondary Education Biology
      * BS Biology / MS Secondary Education Biology
   e. Proposal – Combined BS/CAS in Human Development & School Psychology
      (Department of Educational and Counseling Psychology)
   f. Proposal - Combined BS/ MS in Higher Education (Department of Educational &
      Psychology)

8. Adjourn